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Furnished 2 bedroom apartment for rent Ciutta vella

ChicRoom  Properties  is  proud  to  represent  this  amazing  furnished  2  bedroom
apartment for rent in Ciutta Vella. This place will impress you with its illumination and
modern design, which will bring up a lot of light to your life.

Entire  flat  offers  you  an  elegant  light  hardwood  flooring  and  snow  white  walls  with  an
effective ceiling with barns.

In this 70 m2, you will discover a big room which combines living area with dining one.
Here you will be welcomed with a comfortable, modern sofá, which was kept in warm
orange colour,  that  brings  up  warm to  this  space.  There  you can enjoy  coffee with  your
friends, relax Reading a favourite book or watch tv. The dining area provides one wooden
table with 4 chairs. Here you will also find an access to the balcony.

This space will impress also every art lover. On one wall you will find few small work of art,
while on the other one there is big modern style painting, which brings up a lot of colour to
the room. It gives place much more cosy and friendly look.

The kitchen was designed in very smart, elegant way. It was kept in white colours with
silver  and  metal  elements.  This  place  offers  you  all  of  the  appliances  that  you  need,  all
build in elegant, modern snow white cabinets. You will find here all basic equipment like a
refrigerator,  an  electric  oven,  an  induction  stove  etc.  This  kitchen  offers  also  a  small
kitchen table with two seats, which makes this place a perfect place for more intimate
breakfast or to just have a morning coffee to start your day.

This  remarkable  apartment  offers  you  two  bedrooms,  both  with  double  king-sized  beds.
Both dormitories will provide you a lot of space, what will guarantee a lot of privacy.

This apartment has one bathroom which will take care of all your needs.

The apartment is on the second floor of an old building from the great era of art deco. The
building is very well-conserved and was renovated just a few years ago

This large loft in the heart of Barcelona in the old city it´s just a few metres from the
museum of  contemporary  art  MACBA.  This  unique  spot  will  guarantee  you  a  lot  of
restaurants close by with both local and foreign cuisine.

If you are history and architecture lover you will enjoy every day the beauty of Old Town of
Barcelona. This unique gothic style neighbourhood will still your heart and make your stay
unforgettable. This district also will provide you plenty of social events and nightlife. It is
famous for local bars and pubs. If you enjoy dancing you will find very close best clubs of
the city.

This unique location will take care also of your travelling around the city. Very close you
will find a variety of bus stops that will help you to get to every part of Barcelona. Also just
in few minutes of walk, you will get to metro Universidad.

The furnished 2 bedroom apartment for rent in Ciutat Vella is a perfect place to
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stay for those who want to experience true big city life just in heart of Catalan capital.

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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